Opalux® TRADE
Privacy & Decorative Film

Matte White Removable - Internal
Code: TPA-902-iRM
Opalux® TRADE matte white removable film is used to give two-way privacy, without
seriously reducing the natural light level, when required on a temporary basis.
This film has a finely textured matt finish, and can be applied to new or existing glass.
For both new build and refurbishment projects, the
removable Opalux® TRADE matte white film offers a cost
effective and flexible alternative to traditional acidetching, sandblasting or printing.

removing the glass. The removable matte white is used
where temporary privacy requirements are needed e.g.
to prevent view into a room during building works or
refurbishment, but still allowing plenty of natural light in.

This film allows freedom in the initial glass specification,
with privacy being allocated later, when and where it
is required, quickly and easily applied on site without

As well as adding a distinctive designer style to the
glass, this offers good privacy with an abundant level of
light transmission.

Features

Benefits

Easily Removable

Cleanly removable within 6 months of installation leaving no or very little adhesive residue

High Light Transmissions

Two-way privacy whilst maintaining abundant light levels

Quick, Retro-fit installation

Introduce privacy when and where it is required; ideal for glazing in rooms with a
temporary change of use

Performance Data

Physical Properties

Total Solar Energy

Material

Polyester

Transmitted

62%

Liner

Clear Poly

Reflected

19%

Structure

N/A

Absorbed

19%

Adhesive Type

Removable Pressure Sensitive

Product Removability

Within 6 months of installation

Visible Light
Transmitted
Reflected
Ultra-Violet Rejected

70%
17%
<99%

Shading Coefficient

0.80

Total Solar Energy Rejected

30%

Specification:
The privacy & decorative window film is to be Opalux® TPA-902-iRM, as manufactured
by Opalux® (www.opalux.co.uk). The film is to be installed to the interior surface of the
glass, and the unique product roll numbers used are to be registered in accordance
with the manufacturer’s warranty procedure.

Notes:
Test results are produced from film applied to clear glass. Performance data is
subject to change without prior notice. Accurate selection of window films requires
specialist knowledge, and it is recommended that specifiers contact the company
at the specification stage. Please refer to the Opalux® TRADE Product Warranty
Form for the full terms and conditions of the Opalux® TRADE limited warranty. It is
the users’ responsibility to ensure the product is suitable for the intended use. The
seller shall not be liable for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising.

